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Abstract
This paper proposes a methodology based on the concept of Human Factors to obtain
Cybersecurity profiles. The profiles are determined by a set of parameters that help
model the skills of individuals (potential oﬀenders, victims, etc.) during a digital investigation. The definition is flexible enough to allow the cybersecurity profiles to grow
when more data is available. A critical part of the solution is the inclusion of personal
devices as important elements of the profiles. This is highly relevant as paradigms such
as the Internet of Things (IoT) are transforming society, bringing humans closer to their
devices than ever before. IoT devices also produce a lot of data, which can be useful
to complete cybersecurity profiles and therefore understand the whole context of a
digital investigation. Thus, IoT devices are included in the proposed methodology to
capitalise on the strong dependence between users and devices during the analysis.
Keywords: Security, Human factors, Cybersecurity profiles, Digital investigation, IoT

Introduction
Cybersecurity tools usually depend on huge amounts of data that must be processed in
real time. Once these data have been processed, the information deduced from them
must be presented to diﬀerent experts, who may or may not be technicians. To facilitate
understanding of how diﬀerent actors are involved in a cybercrime, data related to individuals can be presented in the form of cybersecurity profiles.
However, as the number of devices continues to grow with the development of the
Internet of Things (IoT) [1] more data is available for interpretation. Note that in 2019
there are 7 billion internet-connected devices worldwide, according to IoT Analytics [2].
Clearly, this poses new challenges but also oﬀers new opportunities. With data available from myriads of IoT devices, the complexity of the solutions increases but having
so much data can be exploited to generate much more complete cybersecurity profiles,
which in turn leads to a better understanding of the whole context of a digital investigation. Unfortunately, even though these data are readily available there is still no way to
automate the process of gathering these data and linking them to users. Consequently,
more research is necessary to unleash the full potential of cybersecurity profiles.
This paper works precisely in this direction by proposing a new methodology for
defining advanced cybersecurity profiles. This methodology considers, for the first time,
the importance of IoT devices in the analysis of a cybercrime scene. In particular, we
exploit the strong relationship between users and their devices. Moreover, the approach
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presented here is flexible enough to build dynamic profiles which evolve as more information about suspects becomes available.
Leveraging IoT devices

The strong dependence of users on technology makes IoT devices a critical factor from
a cybersecurity point of view. Users are amidst IoT devices, carry them and even have
them attached to their bodies. These devices collect much information about their owners (location, habits, relationships, etc.), which can be exploited to conduct diﬀerent
types of cyberattacks. IoT devices also expose the user to privacy breaches as the data
collected by them can be used when accessing online services on the Internet.
However, this not only aﬀects potential victims but also attackers. As such, we can
take advantage of the same tools used by attackers to build better cybersecurity profiles
of the various actors involved in a cybercrime. By doing so we can gain insight into the
security deficiencies of potential victims as well as the abilities of the attacker, thereby
clarifying the context of the digital investigation.
Motivation and structure

This paper proposes a methodology for defining cybersecurity profiles that takes advantage of the strong interdependence between users and devices. This motivates the definition of the concept Human Factors for Cybersecurity (HFC), which represents the set of
parameters that should be considered to define the complete profiles. The methodology
is built upon this concept, and therefore receives the same name. Instead of building a
restricted methodology only considering IoT devices, we design a solution capable of
defining general parameters that will be fed with the data acquired from IoT devices. As
a result, this paper provides a mapping between human factors and cybersecurity, but
including IoT devices as an important element of the context. Unlike related approaches
in this area, HFC also considers enablers (e.g., sensors and public information) and disablers (e.g., data privacy) as an intrinsic part of the solution.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we analyse related work and highlight
the novel contributions of this paper in the area. Then, we introduce the concept Human
Factor and identify a set of general parameters that help to clarify what is missing in current related work and that should be included in new solutions to define cybersecurity
profiles. The Human Factors for Cybersecurity (HFC) methodology is proposed next,
based on the requirements identified and the new definition of human factor. The methodology is validated in the context of a digital investigation with three main suspects
and diverse sources of data to be analysed. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion on how privacy is inevitably related to these approaches and some potential lines of
future work.

Related work
There are diverse contributions related to the definition of cybersecurity profiles. These
work either directly or indirectly towards the design of mechanisms or tools that can aid
in defining these profiles.
In [3] the results of a survey to identify features of the participants in a cybersecurity competition are provided. The survey considers the following characteristics:
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personality, interests, culture, decision-making and attachment styles. The final goal of
this research is to determine the motivation (e.g., professional aspirations or to address
challenges) of those participants. The results of this survey can help in understanding
the profile of actors with technical skills in cybersecurity. The focus in [4] is to analyse investigative tools denoted as criminal profiling and the availability of these tools
to assess police investigations towards the provisioning of expert witness evidence. The
analysis is carried out from a psychological point of view, considering law experts in the
field but not their technical skills. In [5] the change of context introduced by cybercriminal activity is analysed. While it is stated that “cyber crime victims are typically organisations whose systems are penetrated, and the customers of that organisation”, the reality
is that what is considered cybercrime is migrating to a wider scope, sometimes being
intrinsically personal and not always dependent on technical skills to be committed (e.g.,
cyberbullying). In [6] the resources of the oﬀender are analysed and classified. For example, the author diﬀerentiates between crimeware tools (software specifically designed
for the sole purpose to enable cybercrime, e.g. exploit kits, botnet kits, keyloggers) and
dual-use tools (designed for the public interest, but adapted for use in illegal activities,
e.g. penetration testing tools).
General user profiles for cybersecurity are considered in [7], where previous papers
in this field are classified. Most of the contributions are based on logs (e.g., windows
logs or web searches) or social content (e.g., Twitter, Facebook). The profiling criteria
is very diverse: user’s interests, knowledge, skills, demographic information, intention,
behaviour (online and oﬄine), social media activity and network traﬃc. The analysis
is organised, considering User Features (UF) for: (i) information: interests, knowledge/
skills, demographic information and intention/motivation; (ii) behaviour and social network activity; (iii) network traﬃc. The proposed model considers (i) four data sources
(network traﬃc, web, human resource, logs), (ii) the steps for processing the data and
(iii) a classification based on a feature vector. The classification by the authors is very
interesting and can help clarify the cybersecurity context. However, the IoT perspective
is ignored.
A diﬀerent approach is followed in [8], where the profiling of human attackers is used
to identify bots. The idea is to classify the adversary as a type of human. In the case the
profile generated for the human is not realistic, then the attacker is considered a bot
instead of a human being. The features expected from a (human) attacker are: skill, education, risk, gender, goal, speed (commands per second), mistakes, and anti-forensics.
As a result, a tool is provided to show the information of the attacker classified by these
characteristics.
In addition, there have been several tools developed to gather data about individuals and extract relevant information within the context of digital investigations. For
example, the Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) Framework [9] provides a list of
tools and methods to obtain public information about targets, classified with very different characteristics such as: username, e-mail address, terrorism, dating, etc. Unlike
OSINT, Social Media Intelligence (SMI or SOCMINT) is focused on social channels and conversations. SOCMINT together with sentiment analysis can, for example, identify potential threats against a society (e.g., terrorism). One of the problems
is that all the information generated must be processed. In [10] the objective is to
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reduce the amount of information present in the graphs generated to represent the
attacks and their properties (attack profiles). The solution is based on the simplification of graphs based on the similarities between characteristics (e.g., IP similarity).
This technique can be useful for those technical characteristics that can be aggregated, but some subjective parameters could be more complicated for aggregation,
especially if the information about the attack/er is incomplete.
Despite the aforementioned contributions, the relationship between IoT devices,
humans and cybersecurity is not usually found in the definition of cybersecurity profiles. Although several tools can help define such relationships (e.g., Maltego includes
“persons”, “cameras” and “vehicles” as entities to be related to each other), this is not
trivial because both worlds—social (human) and technical (devices)—are still treated
separately by professionals from diﬀerent areas. As stated in [11], useful information
about IoT devices can be acquired from diﬀerent sources. This information can help
complete cybersecurity profiles.

Human Factors
The term Human Factors in cybersecurity is not clearly defined. Until now, this concept has been closely linked to insiders (e.g. employees with access to an organisation that decides to act against it) and closely related to ergonomics [12]. However,
that is insuﬃcient to cover cybersecurity, which is a very general concept as ENISA
stated [13]. Therefore, this concept needs to be redefined in order to adapt it to our
context.
We define the concept of Human Factors for Cybersecurity (HFC) as any piece of
information that can be related to a Cybersecurity profile; be it virtual and/or physical. In Fig. 1 we show the nature of human factors expressed in terms of conceptual
bubbles which define features to be expressed. This classification arises from the need
to define a set of general characteristics that will turn into specific aspects as a digital

Fig. 1 HFC approach for the definition of cybersecurity profiles. Bubbles representing relevant concepts for a
cybersecurity profile in a first level of abstraction
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investigation progresses. Most of the human factors described below (first level) need
the acquisition of digital evidence from diﬀerent sources and the analysis of the data
in order to be useful during an investigation.
The following sections will provide more details about the implications of this
definition.
Habits

The habits of a person are very representative of the personality and routines of that
person. In this paper, habits are considered at any level (in order to serve diﬀerent disciplines); daily routine of the suspect, favourite programming language (if any), etc. The
habits or manias of a person can help in the identification and even the tracking. For
example, habits can help determine the location of an individual (e.g., working hours).
Some habits will be chosen by the individual, while others will be imposed by society
or necessity. The habits of an individual cannot be expressed by a unique parameter,
because the information at this point can be very diﬀerent. Instead, this requires a division into multiple domains, depending on the activity of the individual. For example, it is
possible to determine the time and days a user is online by monitoring his/her activity in
social networks. This can be done manually or automatically using the Application Programming Interface (API) to connect to social networks and track the behaviour of the
users. If the account of the user in question is private then additional steps may be necessary, for example trying to connect with the target. The tool Tinfoleak [14] enables the
collection of information about a Twitter user, the devices used by him/her to connect
and any other valuable information that can be stored in a cybersecurity profile.
Devices

The devices closest to an individual can contain relevant information for a digital investigation. In this respect, IoT devices play a fundamental role as they provide a network’s
sensing capacity. These sensory capabilities are what provide vital information for an
individual’s decisions. IoT devices should be considered not only as tools against an
individual (e.g., in case they are controlled remotely by an attacker) but also as potential
tools to stop cyberattacks or to store relevant data about unusual activities (e.g., used as
IoT-forensics tools [15]). As for the tools to gather information from devices, it is worth
mentioning Shodan [16] which can be used as in Listing 1 but with devices instead of
users. That is, Shodan can be used as a browser for devices, including IoT devices. Once
we know the characteristics of a user’s device it is possible to determine additional information about it using Shodan. Furthermore, it is possible to know the degree of exposure of a victim because Shodan can be used to search for vulnerable devices based on
various criteria. In addition, some papers such as [17] analyse the need for labelling IoT
devices, and others such as [18, 19] identify new scenarios where IoT devices must be
integrated.
Motivation

The motivation behind an attack is highly relevant. Some authors have classified cyberattacks based on the motivations to commit the crime [20]. By using the motivation
as a characteristic in a cybersecurity profile it can be possible, for example, to extract
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relationships between individuals which can derive from common motivations to commit cyberattacks (e.g., relationships motivated by hacktivism). However, this feature
is not necessarily associated with the relationships between individuals because some
cyberattacks can be motivated by other factors, such as revenge or hate. As such, this
characteristic will be strongly related to a cyberattacker profile rather than a cybervictim. Moreover, it will be highly dependent on the rest of the parameters in a cybersecurity profile.
Security

Security mechanisms can help protect individuals from cyberattacks. As suggested by
the routine activity theory, this will aﬀect the suitability of a victim to be attacked given
that security tools are in place protecting the victim. It is expected that security tools
will be able to limit the scope of a cyberattack. However, this will depend on the security mechanisms used and the context of the cyberattack. Unfortunately, the attacker
can also use security tools to commit cyberattacks (e.g., ransomware uses encryption
to cipher the disk). This feature is necessary to understand how security tools can be
used to minimise the scope of the cyberattack, even when the cyberattackers are using
their own security tools. In addition, packers and obfuscators are considered as security
solutions by many developers who want to protect their source code, preventing it from
being copied or replicated by third parties for dishonest purposes. Cyberattackers also
use these tools to protect their malware code.
Relationships

The relationships of an individual with others help determine group habits. The theory
of social learning indicates that criminal behaviour (also named deviant behaviour) is
learned from the social circumstances surrounding an individual [21]. For example, in
[22] software piracy and hacking activities are analysed in the context of friendship relationships of students. The analysis determines that if the student’s friends participate in
these activities, the student will be more likely to do so as well. Therefore, the relationships of an individual can determine the motivations for a cyberattack. Tinfoleak also
helps identify relationships between users in Twitter. However, this is not enough. It is
necessary to correlate this information with other networks to determine the strength
of the relationship in question. Users with relationships in diﬀerent social media could
have a relationship on the physical plane. Listing 1, written in Phyton, checks a set of
user profiles using Pipl [23]. Pipl is a browser that helps to verify the identities and investigate people. This can be used to get a basic profile of a set of human targets and then,
using additional sources, to correlate them. Like many other tools, this one provides an
API for developers that can be used in any source code. This tool requires an API key
to collect the data. In this case, the use of the API is not entirely free. The responses of
this tool can give us the following information: gender, phone, address, country, education, ethnicity, image, job, language, etc. This information, together with additional
information from other sources (e.g. Tinfoleak) can enrich a context formed by cybersecurity profiles. For example, some artefacts such as files (e.g. images) can be processed to
extract and analyse the metadata and then use this new data to contrast the information
in the profile (e.g. using Foca [24]).
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Listing 1 Get information about users
def s e a r c h U s e r s P u b l i c I n f o ( s e l f ) :
# 1 .− Get u s e r s i n a c o n t e x t
u s e r s = s e l f . c o n t e x t . g e t a l l ( Context . USER)
# 2 .− Perform t h e r e q u e s t s :
f o r u in u s e r s :
r e q u e s t = SearchAPIRequest ( u . e m a i l ( ) , u . name ( ) ,
u . l a s t n a m e ( ) , s e l f . APIkPipl )
r e s p o n s e = r e q u e s t . send ( )
s e l f . context . c o r r e l a t e ( response )

Privacy

Although it may seem obvious that cyberattackers want to remain completely anonymous and their actions undetected, this is not always the case. Some cyber-attackers, like
terrorists, tend to claim responsibility for their actions in order to show the world what
they are capable of. In such cases, they typically want to reveal their identity but wish
to keep their location undisclosed because this could lead to their arrest and imprisonment. Therefore, the use or lack of privacy mechanisms can be a relevant piece of information when building a cybersecurity profile. Not only that, but also the type of privacy
tools used (e.g., encrypted communications, proxy servers, anonymity overlays, steganography, and so on) can help infer the motivations or technical skills of an attacker.
Exposure

Users have diﬀerent degrees of exposure depending on the technologies they use and
their technical skills. Moreover, the degree of exposure is related to the habits of the
individual (e.g. participation in forums or presence on social networks). In general this
aﬀects the footprint of a person on the Internet. The level of exposure of an individual is
closely related to the suitability of a victim to be attacked (c.f. routine activity theory [6]).
This must be adapted to the cybersecurity context and also consider the scenarios where
this is possible (e.g., proximity-based attacks [25]). Some factors that can influence this
feature are, for example, the past actions (e.g., probability of re-oﬀending) and the level
of education to identify the specific threat to which the victim is exposed. Note that the
degree of exposure not only aﬀects a potential victim but can also measure the probability that an actor will become criminal. The completeness of these data will depend
on cooperation with law enforcement agencies (LAW) to determine documented past
actions and convictions.
Technical skills

Technical skills are relevant to cybersecurity profiles in diﬀerent ways. For example,
this feature can be useful to determine the feasibility or even the likelihood of committing a certain type of cyberattack. Some attacks do not require sophisticated technical
skills, as is the case of cyberbullying. Therefore, the absence of technical skills is also a
characteristic in itself. Interestingly, this human factor should not only be seen from the
point of view of the attacker, but also as the ability of the victims to protect themselves
or identify a possible threat. As shown next, this may also be related to security and
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privacy features, but not necessarily. Technical skills can be measured in diﬀerent ways,
but many of them are subjective or depend on the analysis of artefacts. For example, if
the user in question participates in technical forums or advanced groups whose members are chosen only by invitation, it can be deduced that this individual has technical
skills. Moreover, if the suspect is using a repository such as GitHub, then this can help us
determine his/her skills by analysing this code. Things to take into consideration range
from the type of tools used, the presence of typos in the code or preferred obfuscators (if
any).

Building dynamic cybersecurity profiles
In this section we focus on high-level requirements that must be considered when defining cybersecurity profiles. These requirements are detailed below.
Addressing Uncertainty during a digital investigation

The information that is considered relevant changes during the various phases of a
digital investigation: identification, acquisition and analysis/investigation (c.f. ISO/IEC
27043:2015). Therefore, the nature of the problem to be solved requires a dynamic model
capable of integrating new information; starting with a basic set of characteristics that
might change as soon as new and fresh information is available.
This notion fits nicely with the Context-based Parametric Relationship Model (CPRM)
proposed in [26]. This model helps define a dependencies-based system and there is a
extensible tool which can be configured with an initial set of parameters, will be used in
a later section to implement a proof-of-concept for HFC.
A CPRM is not static; instead, the definition grows as more information becomes
available about the final context. This can be useful to define those cybersecurity profiles
for which not all the information is available from the beginning.
In order to provide a dynamic and extendable solution, HFC can be expressed, following the rules for a CPRM-based context, using the parameters that are critical to define
the cybersecurity profiles. Initially two types of parameters must be defined:
• General parameters (GP). The most abstract, high-level definition of a parameter
which is understandable by any expert (e.g., “Devices”). These parameters can be
detailed as types or layers; can even be detailed as part of a general context (GC)
structure. This will depend on the level of granularity desired to express the parameters and the relationships.
• Specific parameters (SP). More specific parameters that instantiate the previous
parameters (e.g., Raspberry Pi can instantiate the general parameter Device). These
parameters will be detailed as part of a particular context (PC) structure.
Following this notation, the first group of parameters (GP) must be defined considering
the (general) requirements to define cybersecurity profiles, while the second group (SP)
are more specific and will depend on the specific proof of concept.
The rules governing the dependencies between the parameters are further detailed
in [26]. The objective in this paper is not to test CPRM, but rather to show how analysing the dependencies between the parameters in cybersecurity profiles can help
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during a digital investigation, by helping to select either the best methodology for
organising the acquisition of evidence or the best tools to conduct the analysis.

Inclusion of virtual and physical descriptions

Cybersecurity profiles are destined to combine the virtual and physical profiles of an
individual. These are the digital representations of the individual and the administrative
information (e.g. European identity card), respectively. These values can be pure (only
exists in the virtual or the physical plane) or hybrid (may have a presence in both planes).
This is detailed below. In addition, it is also important to distinguish between interpretation of facts and facts. This is a requirement in ISO 27043 [27], in order to highlight the
information that is subjective (e.g. the degree of intimacy in a relationship based only on
a set of comments in a forum) from what is not (e.g. the name of a person).
In Fig. 2 a simplified example of a cybercriminal profile is shown. The aim of this
example is to show why a criminal profile needs to be expressed using various types of
parameters (virtual, real and hybrid). In this classification it is important to know that
real parameters define facts that can lead to the prosecution of the cybercriminal or
his identification. In the case of a remote cyberattacker perhaps we can only know his
technical skills and additional info that can be highly subjective (e.g. a picture of a cat
in his profile can lead us to think that he likes cats).
As stated, virtual parameters define a characteristic which is only present or valuable in cyberspace. For example, the reputation of a person in a forum only makes
sense in the forum itself. This could have an eﬀect on that person’s physical life. In
fact, the eﬀect will be greater when the digital identity of the individual can be linked
to the real identity.
Unlike virtual parameters, physical or real parameters express the physical context of a person, directly associated with the identity. For example, the social security

Fig. 2 Example of cybercriminal profile. Example of parameters that can be used to describe a cybercriminal
profile. The parameters are classified as virtual, real and hybrid data
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number or the identity card of a person is a physical parameter in itself. Also the
physical places that an individual visits regularly are parameters that may provide relevant information.
The link between both types of parameters, virtual and physical, is very close. Indeed,
there are some parameters that will be present in both worlds. In these cases the parameters will be denoted as hybrid (virtual and physical).
Ability to express tendencies

Ideally, cybersecurity profiles should be able to alert experts to possible threats (e.g., hate
speeches). Powerful tools extract relevant information from social media (SOCMINT,
c.f. "Related work") in order to identify patterns of threats that could be materialised in
the physical plane (e.g., terrorism). For example, Tinfoleak [14] is a tool that is capable of gathering information about people from Twitter. It is possible, for example, to
extract relationships between profiles. In addition, the tools Gephi [28] and Gource [29]
can be used to show the relationships organised in visual graphs. Even so, the information deduced from these analyses is focused on determining trends in a specific topic
(e.g., cyberterrorism), and also on identifying those individuals with the biggest diﬀusion capacity to be able to determine control points of the information. This is necessary because otherwise the analysis of the data could be unattainable. However, in order
to define the expressiveness that a cybersecurity profile allows, it should be possible to
relate parameters at diﬀerent abstraction layers.
IoT devices as sources of data

IoT devices are close or even attached to their owners and other entities. However, when
the resources used by the attacker are analysed (c.f., "Introduction"), how the presence of
IoT devices changes the whole context is not further analysed. New definitions of cybercriminal profiles must consider IoT devices as particular cases, strongly linked to the
users. Indeed, being aware of these devices can help determine the technical skills of
an individual (e.g., based on the type of IoT device and the diﬃculty of configuring it),
the capabilities of self-protection (e.g., based on the native security of the device) or the
degree of exposure of a victim (e.g., given the vulnerabilities of the device).
As a matter of fact, there are several tools that can be used to search vulnerable devices
connected to the Internet. For example, in [11] a methodology to define honeypots for
the IoT is proposed, based on a preliminary search of vulnerable and accessible devices
using search engines like Shodan [16]. The methodology also includes steps for classifying the adequacy of IoT devices to be emulated based on their position in the sales
rankings and the suitability for attack. These premises are critical to understand the suitability of a victim to attack. New models must consider the ability to get information
from these sources and use this information to complete the cybersecurity profiles about
the individual.
Consider the following scenario. A potential victim wants to determine the degree of
risk he is exposed to. So, this person decides to create a cybersecurity profile and indicates which IoT devices he is using. Without the appropriate technical skills, the tool
should be able to complete the information about the IoT devices used by the victim,
automating the searches in known websites for IoT devices, and advising the victim
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and the experts on how to improve the security of the victim, given the resources available. The criteria followed must be to minimise the chances of a cybercriminal being
successful.

Human Factors for Cybersecurity profiles (HFC) methodology
The methodology proposed to define cybersecurity profiles based on human-centric IoT
devices is denoted HFC. Instead of being a methodology restricted to IoT devices, the
objective is to define a general methodology that can be fed with additional data from
IoT devices when available. HFC is based on three general phases (Fig. 3):
• Preparation: decisions about the parameters and the representation/language are
made in this phase, considering the requirements to build cybersecurity profiles.
• Feeding: the profiles are completed with online and oﬄine data, manually or automatically depending on the tools chosen and/or the authorisation required to access
the data.
• Analysis: defines the scope of the digital investigation and performs the analysis
using the Human Factors for Cybersecurity (HFC) profiles defined as sources.
The requirements described thus far are addressed in the implementation of these
phases. In particular, the language and tools used to model the HF profiles must be flexible enough to change dynamically as more information becomes available. The profiles
must contain both virtual and physical information about the actor. During the analysis
it must be possible to extract relevant information about the objectives considered given
the scope of the digital investigation. Furthermore, in this methodology not only are
humans important, but also the devices play a relevant role; in order to do that, specific
searches must be carried out on the devices to complete the cybersecurity profiles. This
will help, for example, to determine the degree of exposure.

Fig. 3 HFC methodology. Phases to define cybersecurity profiles based on parameters
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The following subsections describe how to model the actors and devices considering
the context of a digital investigation, as well as how to use the profiles to identify possible attackers after an incident.
Actors in a digital investigation

One of the purposes of building cybersecurity profiles is to help in the context of a digital investigation, as will be further described during the Proof-of-Concept. Therefore, it
is critical to define the components used by HFC to express the context of a cybercrime
scene.
As mentioned, in the routine activity theory, which is one of the theories used in criminology to understand a crime [6], the crime is delimited by the presence of (i) a suitable
victim, (ii) a motivated oﬀender and (iii) the absence of a guardian. This approach has its
limitations in the context of cybersecurity, where victim and oﬀender are not necessarily
related by the same physical location. However, the division of the problem into these
three actors is a good starting point to analyse the context. Following this approach, the
three actors (criminal, victim and guardian) are modelled in the HFC methodology as
Fig. 4 shows. In addition, a fourth actor is added in the role of witness.
This is closely related to the concept of digital witness defined in [15], where IoT
devices are allowed to identify and report malicious actions suﬀered by their owners or
help other devices in a crime scene to report an incident. The use of digital witnesses has
several privacy implications which have already been analysed in [30]. While the concept
of guardian is intended for entities with authorisation or privileges to perform actions
on other entities (e.g. a police oﬃcer), a witness is an entity destined to include citizen
collaboration in new methodologies such as HFC. Both, guardian and witness, can use
security mechanisms, but the first one can have authorisation to apply reactive actions
on other individuals/devices.

Fig. 4 Components in a cybercrime scene. This is a technical description of the components (and their
relationships) to model a cybersecurity profile
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In addition, each actor will have a certain role in the crime scene. In Fig. 4 we consider
only two basic roles, namely citizen and organisation. The actors, regardless of their
role, belong to the crime scene conditioned by the law(s) determined by the country and
state. Privacy laws will be contemplated in this part. However, regardless of privacy laws,
any person may have their own privacy requirements, and for this reason, Privacy is an
entity on its own.
Finally, all the actors have a list of resources (e.g., tools) with which they interact based
on a number of permissions (e.g., ownership or shared use). This last part can be critical
to deduce relevant information that will aﬀect the classification of the actors as one of
the four types under consideration (criminal, victim, witness and guardian).
While a resource must be interpreted as a generic abstraction (e.g., it can be a software
tool, a forum, a hardware component or a physical device), in this paper the analysis is
focused on the role of the IoT devices as resources by their proximity to the actors in the
crime scene.
Tools and methods for acquiring public information

The previous classification provides a basic set of empty parameters. Some of them
should be completed with physical information about the individual (e.g., identity), while
others can be completed using tools for acquiring information from public sources,
using for example APIs when available in order to automate the searches and complete
the profiles.
Some of these tools have been mentioned before (e.g. Tinfoleak, Pipl, Shodan),
although the list is very long [9, 31]. Just as happened with penetration testing tools,
there are emerging specific-purpose platforms devised for OSINT, such as Buscador [32], which integrates tools focused on this type of search. Some of these tools are
indeed included in very famous penetration testing distributions such as Kali Linux. This
is due to the enormous relevance of these searches during any recognisance phase. So,
tools such as Maltego use API tools to collect data about users and devices and show
relationships between users (performing similar requests to those shown in Listing 1.
However, we still need more flexible solutions than currently existing ones. Dynamic
parameters that can change depending on the context (or can be interpreted in a diﬀerent way) must be considered, as well as establishing a much more intimate link between
a user and the devices surrounding him so as to take full advantage of this relationship
for the process of data correlation.
In addition, the use of these tools must be accompanied by the intuition of the digital
investigator to discern which data is most relevant and be able to identify new clues.
Matching cybersecurity profiles in private environments

Last but not least, it is important to remark that cybersecurity profiles may have different requirements for their generation and maintenance. This can depend on the role
of the user (victim, attacker, guardian). Also, the use of this methodology can change
depending on the context of the digital investigation. For example, considering a database with information about cybercriminals (that is not public), the profiles can be compared and updated after a cyberattack as Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Profiles matching. Steps for the completeness of HF-based cybersecurity profiles

The profiles can be created on demand or after an attack. In the second case, some
characteristics might be extracted from the incident (e.g., using logs or malicious code
gathered by a honeypot). These characteristics must be processed and completed using
external sources (e.g., OSINT tools). Then, some parameters can be identified (those
that are considered by the experts in the cybercriminal profile defined). In the case there
is no information available about who the attacker is, the first profile is anonymous. This
can change if new inputs are received or new information is inferred during the lifecycle
of the digital investigation. The profiles must be compared with other databases containing profiles to determine if there is a profile, similar or equal to the anonymous profile. If
the tool finds a match, then the profile is no longer anonymous and the existent profile is
completed with the new information about the attack. Otherwise, a new entry must be
added to the database.
Note that only one database is shown in Fig. 5. Ideally, the database should be shared
by multiple experts and organisations participating in a digital investigation or under
certain cooperative conditions. These scenarios must be analysed with utmost care, taking into consideration any privacy laws and regulations applicable [30].

Proof of concept
This section presents a proof-of-concept for the HFC methodology considering the
manual representation of cybersecurity profiles. The history behind and the actors in it
are not real. The incident (data leak) has been prepared in a controlled environment and
is used in practice to teach digital forensics to our students. We apply the methodology
to this use case in order to check whether or not the results correspond with the logical
interpretation after the analysis of the digital evidence.
In what follows the methodology is used to describe the characteristics of a set
of potential suspects during a digital investigation. To do so, we define a initial set of
dependencies between the parameters in Table 1 that will be modified based on the specific information in the profiles of the users, which are simplified for the sake of clarity.
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Table 1 Example: Three actors defined based on HFC characteristics
Characteristic Denise Cantora

Bob Protocolo

Clark Firewall

Habits

9:30–14:30: working

9:30–14:30: working

15:30–18:30: working

Hobbies: marketing, management, oﬃce

Hobbies: Recipes, desserts

Hobbies: Hacking, security

Technical Skills Apps: OpenOﬃce, Thunderbird
Devices

Apps: OpenOﬃce, Tunderbird Apps: fcrackzip, Thunderbird

Role: user

Role: user

Role: admin

PC={IP:192.168.1.3,
OS:Win10(user)}

PC={IP:192.168.1.4,
OS:Win7(user)}

PC={IP:192.168.1.2,
OS:Ubu10(admin)}

Smartphone(own), USB (shr)

Smartphone(own), USB(shr)

Smartphone(own), USB(shr)

USB Printer

Router(admin)= {IP:192.168.1.1}
Allow(admin)={Denise’s PC;
Bob’s PC}
Rubber Ducky

Exposure

WebActivity: high

WebActivity: high

WebActivity: high

Character: distrustful

Character: friendly

Character: trusted

Salary: very good

Salary: low

Salary: very low

Job: AC Directive

Job: Creative

Job: Technician

Past: None

Past: betrayed the company

Past: None

Motivation

Personal

Economical, revenge

Economical, challenge

Privacy

vid: dcantora

vid: bprotocolo

vid: cfirewall

Domain: acantora.com

Domain: acantora.com

Domain: acantora.com

pol:null

pol:null

pol:null

AC: user mode

AC: User mode

AC: Admin

pol: Default

pol: Default

pol: Default

dem: null

dem: null

dem: null

idps: Win.Defender

dem: Win7 Firewall

dem: Ubu18 Firewall

Security

Tools: Secure Erasure
Relationships

Contacts: Bob Protocolo, Clark Contacts: Abuela Cantora,
Firewall
Denise Cantora
Family: Abuela Cantora

Family: Alice Protocolo

Friends

Friends: Clark Firewall

Contacts: Denise Cantora

Friends: Bob Protocolo, Sue
Picious

own owner, shr shared, vid virtual id, id identificator, pol policy, AC access control, dem digital evidence management, idps
intrusion detection and prevention system

As detailed in the previous sections, this information can be completed using API
tools to acquire public information about the suspects. However, in this case we prefer to
focus on the dynamic adaptation of the context for the interpretation of the digital investigation based on the profiles, since it is an aspect that cannot be implemented using
the APIs. The integration of new information from the APIs is for future work because
it requires the design of new correlation models that are beyond the scope of this paper.
Set-up of basic profiles based on HFC characteristics

Table 1 defines characteristics for three users of a system that has suﬀered a data leak.
The (fictious) incident is as follows.
The incident has occurred in a family business called La Abuela Cantora. None of the
users seem to be guilty; Clark is the administrator of the network but his technical skills
(and security expertise) are quite limited. A USB Rubber Ducky [33] has been found
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camouflaged as a normal USB device in a set of USBs shared between the three suspects.
This is assigned to Clark, who has acknowledged that he received it through a contact
but did not know what it was.
The three participants have mixed feelings: Denise thinks that Bob is responsible
because in the past he betrayed the company by leaking secrets to the reporter Alice
Protocolo. On the other hand, Bob distrusts Clark because he considers him a hacker.
Clark believes the attacker is an outsider.
A Rubber Ducky is a special USB. Once connected to the victim’s machine it will
install keyboard drivers and will not be announced as a storage device. Instead, it will
use its emulated keyboard and its mini processor to execute commands on the victim’s
computer. In this example, the Rubber Ducky has been prepared to open a backdoor in
the victim’s computer, which was Denise’s computer. Then, the attacker, using Meterpreter copied documents (some traces are also observed in the memory). This is something that can be observed once the digital investigator starts to analyse the devices of
the three suspects.
It is important to try to deduce information using the characteristics showed in Table 1
and understand if these should be completed and how. This can help improve the timeline of the digital investigation.
In order to test our approach the CPRM model [26] is used to represent the information shown in Table 1. To that end, the characteristics have been expressed in layers (e.g, habits, devices) and the specific, common descriptors inside the characteristics
(e.g., hobbies, apps, role) have been defined as general parameters inside the layers. The
relationships between the parameters have been defined to express the dependencies
between them. The tool [26], implemented in Matlab [34], uses Graphviz [35] to generate graphs as Fig. 6 shows. The graphs can be quite complex, and this is one of the reasons why the analysis is based on the results after operating with these graphs.
Analysis-preliminary results

The specific values for the diﬀerent actors are expressed as particular contexts. Based on
the initial information, Clark’s profile has the higher probability of being considered the
oﬀender. This is because of his role in the system but also given that he has specific tools
that could have been used to commit the attack (e.g., Rubber Ducky) and the fact that
he has also shown interest in hacking pages. Similarly, Bob is more likely than the rest of
participants to be the victim. The reason for this is that his computer does not have security tools enabled beyond the Windows 7 firewall. Furthermore, the code programmed
for the Rubber Ducky is intended for Windows systems; Denise also uses Windows, but
Windows Defender will stop this specific threat.
To make the analysis feasible, the model is trained using a basic set of parameters
and relationships. When the parameters or the relationships change then the expected
behaviour also changes. The objective in this case is to evaluate whether or not the
model can determine if the suspects (Denise, Bob or Clark) are potential victims, oﬀenders, guardians or witnesses. Therefore, the target in our requests to the tool are the
parameters targeted as “Actors”: Victim, Oﬀender, Guardian, Witness. The model, without being instantiated shows the expected behaviour in Fig. 7. This means that, as it is,
there are many more parameters that finally influence the parameter “Oﬀence”. This is
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Fig. 6 CPRM-based tool. Schema used to model the solution. In this figure a portion of the relationships
defined to model the use case is shown
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Fig. 7 Impact on target parameters. Default behaviour before providing the parameters with specific values
for their profiles (instantiation). The values denoted as data only represent the lines without aggregation

not good or bad, it is merely the way in which the parameters and relationships have
been defined for this use case.
What really changes the results is the particular context (PC) defined for each participant in the experiment. In this case, there are three PCs, one per physical actor: Denise, Bob and Clark. The PCs have been defined based on the columns in Table 1. In this
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Fig. 8 Impact on target parameters. Results for Denise
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Fig. 9 Impact on target parameters. Results for Bob

experiment, each PC will be combined, separately, with the previous context (Fig. 7).
More specifically, Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show the results after combining each profile (Denise,
Bob and Clark) with the basic behaviour defined previously. This is done using the rules
defined in the CPRM model. Using these rules the dependencies between the parameters can be expressed and those considered as general can be broken down into more
specific parameters in a process defined as instantiation, which is a process that in turns
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Fig. 10 Impact on target parameters. Results for Clark

has its own definition of conditions (c.f. mathematical formulation and description of
rules of a CPRM model [26]).
For example, during this example the model is used to interpret the type of profile of
Denise, Bob and Clark by defining the parameter Actor and instantiating this value with
the parameters “Victim”, “Guardian”, “Witness” and “Oﬀender”. Therefore, the results
for the users depend on the specific values of the parameters in Table 1 (e.g. Technical
skills for Denise, Bob and Clark). This language is highly dependent on and sensitive to
context, which can be a limitation in a productive environment with a large number of
parameters, but is useful to show a proof of concept of the methodology with a problem
limited to three actors. In addition, note that when the number of parameters increases,
the visualisation of results becomes very complex. For clarity we focus on those parameters that directly aﬀect the interpretation implemented in the model.
The results in Fig. 8 show that, according to the model, Denise is probably not the
Oﬀender. Moreover, these results show that even combining an increasing and decreasing of parameters the values to be “Oﬀensive” are negative. Denise could be a victim or
a guardian/witness. The reason for these results is that during the modelling, Denise’s
operating system was considered to be more secure given the threat. Also, the relationship of Denise with the organisation (i.e., being a member of the family) decreases her
motivational values. Moreover, Denise has a good salary and this decreases her Economic motivations to commit an attack. All these features aﬀect the “Oﬀender” parameter, which is minimised in the case of Denise.
In the case of Bob (Fig. 9), the results are more interesting. His Windows 7 operating
system makes him vulnerable to the specific threat considered in this use case, which
is motivated by a particular USB device belonging to Clark (apparently). His relationship with Alice Protocolo, who is known for being an activist at “La Gaceta del RAT”,
makes his possible motivation to be “ideological”. Then, there are various features that
make Bob’s system vulnerable and therefore can make him a potentially desirable victim.
However, in this case the results are not completely conclusive. The capacity of Bob to
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commit this attack is not clear as he does not have proven technical skills. Nevertheless, this indecision could be an indication that this system is being used as a victim and
attacker. This is the case indeed since the leak occurred in Bob’s device after connecting
the Rubber Ducky. Therefore the results are in line with reality.
At this point one would think that Clark is entirely guilty. The results for Clark are
shown in Fig. 10. Clearly Clark has been targeted as Oﬀender, with also a certain probability of being a victim. This is motivated by several factors. For example, Clark has
access to the entire system because he is administrator. Also his salary is very low, so that
is a motivation. His hobbies will not help his case either (hacking and security), although
these could be understandable given his role in the system (e.g., if he is interested in
improving security). Clark has the motivation, the opportunity and the weapon (Rubber
Ducky).
Moreover, Clark has two people that he considers to be his friends. One is Bob Protocolo and the other one is Sue Picious. Initially Sue is not considered a relevant actor
until the investigators’ team reveal that he has exchanged several hacking emails with
Clark and also sent him the Rubber Ducky. After this new information, the relationship
between the parameters “Friends” and “Challenge” grows for Clark. This means that the
values for “Oﬀender” also grow. These results show that in this chain of facts the culpability of Clark could be higher than the rest of the actors.

Discussion
As has already been established, human factors are highly relevant to the definition of
cybersecurity profiles. However, this is doubtlessly at odds with personal privacy.
On the one hand, the tools and mechanisms used to collect the information required
for creating cybersecurity profiles may be sensitive. Therefore, data collection should not
aﬀect citizens unless there is plausible cause. Note that even privacy laws include provisions to allow for personal data collection without consent when it is deemed necessary
to prevent and prosecute criminal activities, as well as to protect national or public security, among other reasons.
On the other hand, criminals are likely to use tools to prevent information about them
being leaked. The most common tool for protecting information privacy is data encryption, as it prevents the content of communications from being spied on. Tools like PGP
are common to enable this, although some applications, such as Silent Phone [36], are
integrating built-in encryption capabilities. However, this is insuﬃcient in most cases
since the simple fact of knowing that two people are communicating may be sensitive
information. More advanced tools for protecting online privacy are anonymous proxy
servers and more concretely anonymity overlays, which consist of networks of proxy
servers that hide the relationship between the communicating parties. Probably, the
most well-known anonymity overlay is the Tor network [37]. While Tor allows anonymous access to Internet services, Freenet [38] creates a private network where users can
create websites, share files and send/receive emails with other members of the network.
Users cannot select what content they host, and it is stored encrypted.
When using protection tools it is worth noting that the privacy expectations of an
individual may be jeopardised by others. When two users are known to be related
to one another and the former is using a lower level of protection, the privacy of the
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latter is immediately reduced to the same level. For example, if one person is using
location privacy obfuscation tools but a family member is posting geo-located pictures of both of them on a social network, the privacy protection of the former is
clearly aﬀected.
As a matter of fact, these and other tools are not only used by cybercriminals but
also by military personnel, journalists, whistle-blowers and even ordinary citizens
who want to protect their privacy or simply live in countries where Internet access is
filtered by the government. Therefore, the use of a particular anonymity network or
tool does not necessarily imply an illegal activity or behaviour but this together with
other evidence helps complete the cybersecurity profile and make relevant inferences.

Conclusions and future work
The Internet of Things (IoT) is changing the cybersecurity context. Humans now
depend on their devices more than ever before, and this dependence will continue to
grow as IoT devices (e.g., wearables, sensors, cameras, etc.) not only simplify common tasks but also facilitate human interaction via social applications. As such, it is
important to consider the relationships between humans and their devices as essential elements of the cybersecurity profiles.
The results of this paper will serve as guidelines to define cybersecurity profiles based
on human factors and IoT devices. To this end, we have defined the concept of Human
Factors for Cybersecurity (HFC) and used it as the core element of a new methodology.
The HFC methodology can be extended with new features and can be used in various
contexts. To validate our approach three profiles have been defined and tested using a
Context-based Parametric Relationship Model (CPRM). Although the results demonstrate that the definition of cybersecurity profiles according to HFC can be useful during
a digital investigation, it is important to note that the CPRM model, as it is, is not a sufficiently eﬃcient approach when the number of parameters is large.
A final solution should be adapted to the actual platform/tools used to build the cybersecurity profiles. In this paper we simply wished to show how the profiles can be constructed progressively based on the requirements of a digital investigation. Moreover,
although we have commented on tools that allow completing these profiles with publicly
available data, this part of the methodology has not been implemented during the proof
of concept. We are already working in this direction but as this may require the definition of new models for the correlation of data, this has been left for future work.
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